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Abstract— The field of object detection has made great
progress in recent years. Most of these improvements are derived
from using a more sophisticated convolutional neural network.
However, in the case of humans, the attention mechanism,
global structure information, and local details of objects all
play an important role for detecting an object. In this paper,
we propose a novel fully convolutional network, named as Attention CoupleNet, to incorporate the attention-related information
and global and local information of objects to improve the
detection performance. Specifically, we first design a cascade
attention structure to perceive the global scene of the image and
generate class-agnostic attention maps. Then the attention maps
are encoded into the network to acquire object-aware features.
Next, we propose a unique fully convolutional coupling structure
to couple global structure and local parts of the object to
further formulate a discriminative feature representation. To fully
explore the global and local properties, we also design different
coupling strategies and normalization ways to make full use
of the complementary advantages between the global and local
information. Extensive experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of our approach. We achieve state-of-the-art results on all three
challenging data sets, i.e., a mAP of 85.7% on VOC07, 84.3%
on VOC12, and 35.4% on COCO. Codes are publicly available
at https://github.com/tshizys/CoupleNet.
Index Terms— Object detection, cascade attention, global
structure, local parts.

I. I NTRODUCTION

O

BJECT detection aims to locate and classify all targets
in the image or video. Compared to specific object
detection, such as face, pedestrian and vehicle detection,
general object detection often faces more challenges due to
the complex inter-class appearance variations, like non-grid
deformations, truncations, occlusions and inter-class interference. However, no matter how complicated the objects are,
when humans identify a target, we first focus on where it
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Fig. 1. A toy example of object detection by applying our ACoupleNet. The
attention-based CNN features are generated firstly to provide a global location
perception. Subsequently, by coupling the local part information and global
structure of the object, we can detect the cat accurately with a confidence
score of 0.70. Best viewed in color.

is, and then the recognition of object categories is subserved
by both a global process that retrieves structural information
and a local process that is sensitive to individual parts.
This motivates us to build a detection model which considers attention mechanism, global and local information of
objects.
Thanks to the development of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [1], recent CNN-based object detection algorithms [2]–[5] have been proposed consecutively and achieved
significant progress in generic benchmarks, e.g. PASCAL
VOC [6] and MS COCO [7]. However, as far as we know,
none of these methods have applied the attention mechanism
to the image feature extraction network to achieve state-ofthe-art results in object detection task. Actually, the attention
mechanism has been widely investigated in machine translation [8], speech recognition [9] and image captioning [10]
fields. In these fields, the attention model is usually applied to
weight the importance of specific parts from a source input,
such as words in machine translation, fragment sequences in
speech recognition and regions in image captioning. It is quite
obvious that the attention mechanism can help to extract the
contents we are interested in within a given input. Therefore,
it’s reasonable to exploit the attention mechanism to estimate
the exact locations of objects from the complex scenarios
and provide preliminaries and heuristics for accurate object
detection. As shown in Figure 1, we first highlight the target
regions and suppress the unrelated backgrounds by generating
attention-aware convolutional features. The attention-aware
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features are then fed into the subsequent detection subnetwork
to better extract object-related features.
Based on the aforementioned object-aware features,
we then focus more on better classifying the object categories. As two representative region-based CNN detection
approaches, Fast/Faster R-CNN [2], [5] extracts the global
structure representation of the object via the RoI pooling
layer to predict the category of each region proposal while
R-FCN [4] conducts the inference with the position-sensitive
score maps. Through removing the RoI-wise subnetwork,
R-FCN has achieved higher detection speed while keeping the
detection performance. However, the global structure information is ignored by the PSRoI pooling. As shown in Figure 1,
using PSRoI pooling to extract local part information for final
object category prediction, R-FCN leads to a low confidence
score of 0.28 for the cat detection since most of the local
responses are disturbed by the noisy background. Conversely,
the global structure of cat could be extracted by the RoI
pooling, but the confidence score is 0.42, which is also very
low for the incomplete structure of cat. By coupling the global
confidence with the local part confidence together, we can
obtain a more reliable prediction with the confidence score
of 0.70.
In fact, the idea of fusing global and local information
together is widely used in lots of visual tasks. In fingerprint
recognition, Gu et al. [11] combined the global orientation
field and local minutiae cue to largely improve the performance. In clique-graph matching, Nie et al. [12] proposed a
clique-graph matching method by preserving global cliqueto-clique correspondence and local unary and pairwise correspondences. In scene parsing, Zhao et al. [13] designed
a pyramid pooling module to effectively extract hierarchical
global contextual prior, and then concatenated it with the local
FCN feature to improve the performance. In traditional object
detection, Felzenszwalb et al. [14] incorporated a global root
model and several finer local part models to represent highly
variable objects. All of which show that effective combination
of the global structural properties and local fine-grained details
can achieve complementary advantages. Thus the keypoint
lies in how to design a structure to explicitly collect these
two messages and effectively couple them together for object
detection.
Therefore, in this paper, we first propose a novel cascade
attention structure to gradually locate the objects from the
image for object detection. In contrast to some common
unsupervised methods, our attention structure uses pixel-level
supervision and can be regarded as a spatial global-to-local
glimpse against image. Second, to fully explore the global
and local clues of objects, we propose a unique fully convolutional coupling structure, which couples the global structure
and local parts of object to boost the detection accuracy.
Our network is fully convolutional and denoted as Attention
CoupleNet (ACoupleNet).
Specifically, the cascade attention structure is naturally
encoded into the backbone to generate attention-aware convolutional features which used for the subsequent refining
operation. Then the object proposals obtained by the RPN are
fed into the coupling module which consists of two branches.
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One branch adopts the PSRoI pooling to capture the local
part information of the object, while the other employs the
RoI pooling to encode the global and context information.
Moreover, we design different coupling strategies and normalization ways to make full use of the complementary advantages
between the global and local branches. With the coupling
structure, our network can jointly learn the local, global and
context expression of the objects, which makes the model
to have a more powerful feature representation capacity and
generalization ability. Extensive experiments show competitive
results on PASCAL VOC 07/12 and MS COCO compared
to other state-of-the-art detectors, even with model ensemble approaches. In summary, our main contributions are as
follows:
1. A novel cascade attention structure is designed to automatically refine the regions of object and is easy to incorporate with the existing deep networks in a learnable
fashion.
2. A fully convolutional coupling structure is proposed to
jointly learn the local, global and context information
of the object. Different normalization methods and coupling strategies are evaluated to mine the compatibility and complementarity between the global and local
information.
3. We achieve the state-of-the-art results on all three challenging datasets, i.e. a mAP of 85.7% on VOC07, 84.3%
on VOC12, and 35.4% on MS COCO.
A preliminary conference version of this paper can be
referred to [15]. Compared to [15], this study contains:
(a) a fully convolutional network, named as Attention
CoupleNet, is proposed to mine the attention, local and global
information for robust object detection. (b) we propose a
novel cascade attention structure to gradually highlight the
target regions and guide the feature learning by predicting a
series of class-agnostic attention maps. As a new algorithmic
enhancement, the cascade attention module further perfects the
detection stage and improves the detection performance; (c) we
perform extensive experiments on MS COCO and PASCAL
VOC to validate the effectiveness of the attention module.
More extra experiments and theoretical analyses are also added
to make the detection framework more solid.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Hand-Crafted Detectors
Before the arrival of CNN, object detection has been dominated by traditional paradigms [14], [16]–[19], which apply the
hand-crafted features and classifiers on dense image windows
to find the objects. As one of an outstanding framework,
DPM [14] described the object system using mixtures of
multi-scale deformable part models, including a coarse global
root model and several finer local part models. The root
model extracts structural information of the objects, while the
part models capture local appearance properties of an object.
The sum of root response and weighted average response
of each part is used as the final confidence of an object.
Although DPM provides an elegant framework for object
detection, the hand-crafted features, i.e. improved HOG [20],
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are not discriminative enough to express the diversity of object
categories. This is also the main reason that CNN completely
surpassed the traditional methods in a short period time.
B. CNN-Based Detectors
Benefited from the tremendous development of deep neural
networks [1], [21]–[23], considerable object detection methods
based on deep learning have been proposed [3], [24]–[28].
Based on whether generating region proposals, these methods
can be roughly divided into two categories, i.e., one-stage
methods such as YOLO [26], DenseBox [29], SSD [25],
RetinaNet [30], and two-stage methods such as Fast/Faster
R-CNN [2], [5], R-FCN [4], Mask R-CNN [31]. Although the
one-stage methods has a superiority in speed, the two-stage
methods still dominates the detection accuracy on generic
benchmarks [6], [7]. The advantages of two-stage methods
lies in: First, by exploiting a divide-and-conquer strategy, the
two-stage framework is more stable and easier to converge.
Second, without the complicated data augmentation and training skills, you can still easily achieve state-of-the-art performance. The main reason for these advantages is that there is
a certain structure to encode translation variance features for
each proposal, since in deep networks, higher-layers contain
more semantic meaning and less location information. As a
consequence, a RoI-wise subnetwork [2], [5] or a positionsensitive RoI pooling layer [4] is used to achieve the translation variance in two-stage systems. However, all the existing
two-stage methods utilize either the region-level or part-level
features to learn the variations, where each one alone is not
representative enough for a variety of challenging situations.
Therefore, this motivates us to design a certain structure to
take advantages of both the global and local features of the
object.
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model that learns to softly weight the multi-scale features for
semantic segmentation. Liu et al. [39] introduced a reinforcement learning-based fully convolutional attention localization
network to adaptively select multiple attention regions for
fine-grained recognition. All of these works show that the
attention mechanism has the ability to focus on some salient
regions. Therefore, motivated by these methods, in this paper,
we extend the attention mechanism to deal with the task of
object detection. Instead of stacking attention module naively
without any supervision, the attention block we propose is
embedded into the backbone regularly with the instance segmentation annotations as the supervised information.
III. ATTENTION C OUPLE N ET
In this section, we first introduce the architecture of the
proposed ACoupleNet for object detection. Then we explain
in detail how the cascade attention works and how we incorporate local representations, global appearance and contextual
information for robust object detection.
A. Network Architecture

In addition, context [32] is known to play an important role
in visual recognition. Considerable works have been proposed
for exploting context in object detection. Bell et al. [33]
explored the use of recurrent neural networks to model the
contextual information. Gidaris and Komodakis [34] proposed to utilize multiple contextual regions around the object.
Cai et al. [35] collected the context by padding the proposals
for pedestrian and car detection. Similar to these works,
we also absorb the context prior to enhance the global feature
representation.

The architecture of our proposed ACoupleNet is illustrated
in Figure 2. Our ACoupleNet includes three different branches:
a) a cascade attention fully convolutional network to highlight
the regions of interests and to weaken the interferences of
background area, denoted as cascade attention FCN. b) a
local part-sensitive fully convolutional network to learn the
object-specific parts, denoted as local FCN; c) a global regionsensitive fully convolutional network to encode the appearance
structure and context prior of the object, denoted as global
FCN. We first use the ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-101
released in [21] to initialize our network. For our detection
task, we remove the last average pooling layer and the fc
layer. Therefore, the whole network is fully convolutional
and it could input images of any size for training and test.
For inference, given an input image, the cascade attention
FCN first generates several hierarchical attention maps, which
force the network to locate the foreground regions gradually.
We also extract candidate proposals by using the Region
Proposal Network (RPN), which shares convolution features
with ACoupleNet following [5]. Then each proposal flows to
two different branches: the local FCN and the global FCN.
Finally, the output of global and local FCN are coupled
together as the final score of the object. We also perform classagnostic bounding box regression in a similar way.

D. Attention

B. Cascade Attention FCN

The attention mechanism has been successfully applied
in machine translation [8], speech recognition [9] and
image captioning [10]. There are also several works introducing attention-based models for visual recognition tasks.
Wang et al. [36] designed a residual attention network by
stacking attention modules which generates attention-aware
features for image classification. Sharma et al. [37] predicted
visual attention in each frame using a recurrent LSTM model
for action recognition. Chen et al. [38] proposed an attention

Our cascade attention FCN consists of base feature
extraction network and several attention blocks. As shown
in Figure 3, the attention blocks are plugged into the base
feature extraction network regularly so that they are able to
automatically learn the spatial regions of objects from coarse
to fine. The learned attention map in that block is then directly
encoded back into the original convolutional features, where
object-related features are strongly enhanced by suppressing the background interference in the convolutional maps.

C. Context
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Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed ACoupleNet. We use ResNet-101 as the basic feature extraction network. Given an input image, we first extract
object-aware convolutional features using cascade attention FCN. Then the candidate proposals are generated by Region Proposal Network (RPN) [5] and
each proposal flows to two different branches: local FCN and global FCN, in order to extract the global structure information and learn the object-specific
parts of object respectively. Finally the output of the two branches are coupled together to predict the object categories.

Fig. 3. An overview of our cascade attention structure. The attention block is inserted in the main body of the network repeatedly only when the feature map
under down-sampling. Different from traditional unsupervised attention methods, we formulate the generation of attention map as the binary classification
task and exploit the ground-truth instance segmentation to supervise the learning process. The learned attention map is then dot with the original feature maps
in order to focus on the target areas.

Therefore, this cascade attention structure could be regarded
as a kind of representation from global to local with respect
to the image.
More specifically, for ResNet-101 the attention block is
only inserted in each stage’s last residual block, which has
strides of {4, 8, 16} pixels (corresponding to conv2, conv3 and
conv4) with respect to the input image. Here we do not
include conv1 due to the lack of semantic information. For
each attention block, we predict a probability heatmap A
indicating how likely the pixels belong to the object of
interest. This probability heatmap is referred as the attention
map which has the same size of the input feature map. The
attention block is achieved by applying two 3×3 convolutional
layers initialized from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with
standard deviation 0.01. Then the attention map is generated
by using a sigmoid activation function on the final convolution
features. Let f I,k denote the input feature map of kth attention

block, Wa and ba is the overall weights and bias of transform
function (here we omit the non-linearities for simplicity),
the attention score ai, j at position (i, j ) is calculated as:
g = WaT f I,k + ba
1
ai, j =
1 + ex p(gi, j )

(1)
(2)

where i = [1, 2, . . . , Hk ] and j = [1, 2, . . . , Wk ]. Hk , Wk are
the height and width of attention map. Note that the attention
map is class-agnostic and further encoded into the network by
simply performing dot product with input convolutional map
channel by channel:
d
d
= A  f I,k
, d = 1, 2 . . . , D
f O,k

(3)

where D means the number of channels of input feature
map and the operation  denotes dot product. The output
features f O,k are used as the input for next stage of network.
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Consequently, compared to the original convolutional features,
the attention feature maps can be strongly enhanced by suppressing the background interference gradually.
Actually, the prediction of attention map is a pixel-wise classification task, therefore the pixel-level annotations are needed
for training the attention block to generate accurate attention
maps. Here we use the instance segmentation annotations to
supervise the attention block during training, since most of
images in PASCAL VOC [40] and every image in MS COCO
have provided instance annotations. During inference, extra
segmentation labels are not taken into account. In addition,
we do not exploit the instance category information to produce
any segmentation results and the predicted attention map is
class-agnostic. Therefore, the attention map can be regarded
as an indicator that explicitly guides the feature learning of
base network and improve the final performance.
C. Local FCN
To effectively capture the specific fine-grained parts in local
FCN, we construct a set of part-sensitive score maps by
appending a 1×1 convolutional layer with k 2 (C +1) channels,
where k means we divide the object into k ×k local parts (here
k is set to the default value 7) and C + 1 is the number of
object categories plus background. For each category, there
are totally k 2 channels and each channel is responsible for
encoding a specific part of the object. The final score of
a category is determined by voting the k 2 responses. Here
we use position-sensitive RoI pooling layer in [4] to extract
object-specific parts and we simply perform average pooling
for voting. Then, we obtain a (C +1)-d vector which indicates
the probability that the object belongs to each class. This
procedure is equivalent to dividing a strong object category
decision into the sum of multiple weak classifiers, which
serves as the ensemble of several part models. Here we refer
this part ensemble as local structure representation.
As shown in Figure 4(a), for the truncated person, one can
hardly get a strong response from the global description of
the person due to truncation, on the contrary, our local FCN
can effectively capture several specific parts, such as human
nose, mouth, etc., which correspond to the regions with large
responses in the feature map. We argue that the local FCN is
much concerned with the internal structure and components,
which can effectively reflect the local properties of visual
object, especially when the object is occluded or the whole
boundary is incomplete. However, for those having simple
spatial structure and encompassing considerable background
in the bounding box, e.g. dining table, it is difficult to make
robust predictions by only using local information. Thus it is
necessary to add the global structure information to enhance
the discrimination.
D. Global FCN
For the global FCN, we aim to describe the object by using
the whole region-level features. Firstly, we attach a 1024-d
1×1 convolutional layer after the last convolutional block in
ResNet-101 for reducing the dimension. Due to the diverse
size of the object, we insert a RoI pooling layer in [2] to

Fig. 4. An intuitive description of coupling structure for object detection.
(a) It is difficult to determine the target by using the global structure
information alone for objects with truncations. (b) Moreover, for those having
simple spatial structure and encompassing considerable background in the
bounding box, e.g. dining table, it is also not enough to use local parts alone
to make robust predictions. Therefore, an intuitive idea is to simultaneously
couple global structure with local parts to effectively boost the confidence.
Best viewed in color.

extract a fixed-length feature vector as the global structure
description of the object. Secondly, we use two convolutional
layers with kernal size k × k and 1 × 1 respectively (k is set to
the default value 7) to further abstract the global representation
of RoI. Finally, the output of 1×1 convolution is fed into the
classifier whose output is also a (C + 1)-d vector.
In addition, context prior is the most basic and important
factor for visual recognition tasks. For example, the boat
usually travels in the water while is unlikely to fly in the
sky. Despite the higher layers in deep neural network can
involve the spatial context information around the objects due
to the large receptive field, Zhou et al. [41] have shown that
the practical receptive field is actually much smaller than
the theoretical one. Therefore, it is necessary to explicitly
collect the surrounding information to reduce the chance
of misclassification. To enhance the feature representation
ability of the global FCN, here we introduce the contextual
information as an effective supplement. Specifically, we extend
the context region by 2 times larger than the size of original
proposal. The context region is adjusted to equal to the side
of image when it is outside the bounds of image. Then the
features RoI pooled from the original region and context region
are concatenated together and fed into the latter RoI-wise
subnetwork. As shown in Figure 2, the context region is
embedded into the global branch to extract a more complete
appearance structure and discriminative prior representation,
which will help the classifier to better identity the object
categories.
Due to the RoI pooling operation, the global FCN describes
the proposal as a whole with CNN features, which can be
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seen as a global structure description of the object. Therefore,
it can easily deal with the objects with intact structure and
finer scale. As shown in Figure 4(b), our global FCN shows
a large confidence for the dining table. However, in most
cases, natural scenes consist of considerable objects with
occlusions or truncations, making the detection more difficult.
Figure 4(a) shows that using the global structure information
alone can hardly make a confident prediction for the truncated
person. By adding local part structural supports, the detection
performance can be significantly boosted. Therefore, it is
essential to combine both local and global descriptions for
a robust detection.

the true category label, while pi = [ pi,0 , . . . , pi,C ] is the
predicted probability distribution and pi,c is the estimated
probability for the cth class. ti = [txi , t yi , twi , thi ] and
ti∗ = [txi∗ , t yi∗ , twi∗ , thi∗ ] are the predicted offsets and
the true offsets for bounding box regression respectively. For
L reg , we use smoothed L 1 loss in [2]. λ1 and λ2 are hyperparameters to balance the loss of classification and regression.
As these two terms use the same normalization factor in
Equation (4), we simply set λ1 = λ2 = 1 which makes
the classification loss and regression loss equally weighted
after normalization. With this joint loss function, bounding
box regression, object category and all cascaded attention
classifiers are learned jointly through backpropagation.

E. Coupling Structure
To match the same order of magnitude, we apply a normalization operation to the output of local and global FCN before
they are combined together. We explored two different methods to perform normalization: an L2 normalization layer or a
1×1 convolutional layer to model the scale. Meanwhile, how
to couple the local and global output is also a problem that
needs to be explored. Here, we investigated three different
coupling methods: element-wise sum, element-wise product
and element-wise maximum. Our experiments show that using
1×1 convolution along with element-wise sum achieves the
best performance and we will discuss it in Section IV-A.
With the coupling structure, ACoupleNet simultaneously
exploits the local parts, global structure and context prior for
object detection. The whole network benefits from approximate joint training and multi-task learning. We also note
that the global branch can be regarded as a lightweight
Faster R-CNN, in which all learnable parameters are from
convolutional layers and the depth of RoI-wise subnetwork is
only two. Therefore, the computational complexity is far less
than the subnetwork in ResNet-based Faster R-CNN system
whose depth is ten. As a consequence, our ACoupleNet can
perform the inference efficiently, which runs slightly slower
than R-FCN but much more faster than Faster R-CNN.
F. Loss Function
A multi-task loss function of binary classification, detection
classification and bounding box regression is used to jointly
optimize the model parameters:
L =

Nk
K
N

1 
1 
L at t (a j , a ∗j ) + λ1
L cls ( pi , pi∗ )
Nk
N
k=1

j =1

i=1

+ λ2

1
N

N


[ pi∗ ≥ 1]L reg (ti , ti∗ )

(4)

i=1

where K is the number of attention block (here K equals to 3),
and Nk is the normalization factor which represents the area of
feature map corresponding to the attention map in that block.
The ground-truth label a ∗j is 1 if the pixel belongs to objects,
0 otherwise. a j is the predicted classification confidence.
L at t (a j , a ∗j ) is the pixel-wise sigmoid cross-entropy loss.
The detection classification loss L cls ( pi , pi∗ ) is softmax
cross-entropy loss over C + 1 object classes (add background). N is the number of training RoIs (128). pi∗ is

IV. E XPERIMENTS
We train and evaluate our method on three challenging
object detection datasets: PASCAL VOC2007, VOC2012 and
MS COCO. Since all these three datasets contain a variety of
circumstances, which can sufficiently verify the effectiveness
of each module in our method. Note that due to lack of enough
instance segmentation annotations in VOC dataset, all of
the comparison experiments of attention block are performed
on COCO dataset and we also report the final results on
VOC test set by using the existing instance segmentation
annotations [40] to train the model. This does not affect
the overall integrity of our method, since COCO contains
richer categories and more complicated scenarios. All of the
following experimental results are obtained under a single test
scale, that’s the shorter side of the input image is resized to
600 pixels and the longer side is restricted to 1000 pixels.
We also do not use any extra test tricks, such as multiscale testing, horizontal flipping, box voting [34] and model
ensemble. Finally we demonstrate state-of-the-art results on
all three datasets.
A. Ablation Studies
We first perform experiments on PASCAL VOC 2007 with
20 object categories for detailed analysis of our proposed
coupling structure. We train the models on the union set of
VOC 2007 trainval and VOC 2012 trainval (“07+12”) following [5], and evaluate on VOC 2007 test set. Object detection
accuracy is measured by mean Average Precision (mAP). Then
we conduct the attention experiments on MS COCO with
80 object categories and the evaluation metric is more rigorous
than VOC. All the ablation experiments here use single-scale
training.
1) Normalization: Since features extracted form different
layers of CNN show various of scales, it is essential to
normalize different features before coupling them together.
Bell et al. [33] proposed to use L2 normalization to each RoIpooled feature and re-scale back up by a empirical scale, which
shows a great gain on VOC dataset. In this paper, we also
explore two different normalization ways to normalize the
output of local and global FCN: an L2 normalization layer or a
1×1 convolutional layer to learn the scale.
As shown in Table I, we find that the use of L2 normalization decreases the performance greatly, even worse than the
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TABLE I

TABLE II

E FFECTS OF D IFFERENT N ORMALIZATION O PERATION AND
C OUPLING M ETHODS . M ETRIC : D ETECTION M AP(%) ON

C OUPLE N ET vs. M ODEL E NSEMBLE . A LL M ODELS A RE E VALUATED ON
VOC 07. ReIm: O UR R EIMPLEMENTATION U SING OHEM. G LOBAL

VOC07 T EST. ELTWISE : C OMBINE THE O UTPUT F ROM

FCN: O NLY THE G LOBAL B RANCH OF O UR N ETWORK .

G LOBAL AND L OCAL FCN D IRECTLY. L2+ ELTWISE :
U SE L2 N ORMALIZATION TO N ORMALIZE THE

w/o Context: W ITHOUT A DDING THE C ONTEXT P RIOR
TO A SSIST THE G LOBAL B RANCH

O UTPUT. 1×1 CONV+ ELTWISE : USE 1×1
C ONVOLUTION TO L EARN THE S CALE

TABLE III
C ONTEXT P RIOR . A LL M ODELS A RE E VALUATED ON VOC 07.

direct addition (without any normalization ways). To explain
such a phenomenon, we measured the outputs of two branches
before and after L2 normalization. We further found that
L2 normalization reduces the output gap between different
categories, which results in a smaller score gap. As we know,
a small score gap between different categories always means
the classifier can not make a confident prediction. Therefore, we assume that this is the reason for the performance
degradation. Moreover, we also exploit a 1×1 convolution
to adaptively learn the scales between the global and local
branches. Table I shows that using 1×1 convolution increases
by 0.6 points compared to the direct addition and 2.2 points
over R-FCN. Therefore, we use 1×1 convolution to replace
the L2 normalization in the following experiments.
2) Coupling Strategy: We explore three different response
coupling strategies: element-wise sum, element-wise product
and element-wise maximum. Table I shows the comparison
results for the above three different implementations. We can
see that the element-wise sum always achieves the best performance even though in different normalization methods.
Generally, current advanced residual networks [21] also use
element-wise sum as the effective way to integrate information
from previous layers, which greatly facilitates the circulation
of information and achieves the complementary advantages.
For element-wise product, we argue that the system is relatively unstable and is susceptible to the weak side, which
results in a large gradient to update the weak branch that makes
it difficult to converge. For element-wise maximum, it equals
to an ensemble model within the network to some extent,
which losts the advantages of mutual support compared to
element-wise sum when both two branches are failed to detect
the object. Moreover, a better coupling strategy can be taken
into consideration as the future work to further improve the
accuracy, such as designing a more subtle nonlinear structure
to learn the coupling relationship.
3) Model Ensemble: Model ensemble is commonly used
to improve the final detection performance, since diverse
initialization of parameters and the randomness of training
samples both lead to different performance for the same
model. Although the differences and complementarities will
be more pronounced for different models, the promotion is
often very limited. As shown in Table II, we also compare

L OCAL+C ONTEXT: A DDING C ONTEXT P RIOR TO PSRO I
P OOLING L AYER . G LOBAL+C ONTEXT: A DDING
C ONTEXT P RIOR TO RO I P OOLING L AYER

our coupling structure with the model ensemble. For a fair
comparison, we first re-implemented Faster R-CNN [21] using
ResNet-101 and online hard example mining (OHEM) [42],
which achieves a mAP of 79.0% on VOC07 (76.4% in original
paper without OHEM). We also re-implemented R-FCN with
approximate joint training using the public available code
py-R-FCN,1 which achieves a slightly lower result compared
to [4] (78.6% vs. 79.5%). The main difference between our
re-implementation and the official implementation [4] is that
we use joint training for convenience while [4] uses existing
well-trained RPN to provide proposals for training. In addition,
the results are also subject to some random variations, such
as the initialization parameters for new layers and the training
order of images. These may be the reasons for degradation in
performance. Therefore, we use our re-implementation models
to conduct the comparisons for consistency. We found that the
promotion brought by model ensemble is less than 1 point.
As shown in Table II, it is far less than our method (81.7%).
On the one hand, we argue that the naive model ensemble
just combines the results together and does not essentially
guide the learning process of the network, while our coupling
structure can simultaneously utilize the global and local information to update the network and to infer the final results.
On the other hand, our method enjoys approximate joint
training and there is no need to train multiple models, thus
greatly reducing the training time.
4) Context Prior: By adding the context prior to PSRoI
pooling instead of RoI Pooling, our method achieves a mAP
of 81.5% in VOC07, 0.6 points lower than the global/context
as shown in Table III, which indicates that context information
1 https://github.com/Orpine/py-R-FCN
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Fig. 5. Some qualitative results generated by our cascade attention FCN on COCO minival dataset. (a) the original image. (b) attention map estimated by
the first attention block, where stride is 4. (c) attention map estimated by the second attention block, where stride is 8. (d) attention map estimated by the
third attention block, where stride is 16. All the figures are zoomed to the same size for display. Best viewed in color.

TABLE IV
T HE I MPACT OF THE A MOUNT OF PARAMETERS . A LL M ODELS A RE

TABLE V
R ESULTS OF ATTENTION B LOCK C OMPARISON E XPERIMENTS ON

E VALUATED ON VOC 07. S INCE A LL N EW B RANCHES OF O UR
M ETHOD I NTRODUCE M ORE PARAMETERS , W E I SOLATE

COCO minival5k S ET. MM AP: T HE M AP AVERAGED AT
I oU ∈ [0.5 : 0.05 : 0.95]. ATTENTION - S 4/8/16: T HE

T HEIR I MPACT BY A DDING A F EW M ORE L AYERS TO

ATTENTION B LOCK A DDED AT

THE

P REDICTION H EAD ON B OTH T WO S TANDARD
D ETECTORS . 3× PSRO I P OOLING :

S TRIDE 4, 8 AND 16

3 P OSITIVE -S ENSITIVE RO I P OOLING L AYERS

brings more assistance in global structure. The reason is that
the purpose of context information in our approach is to assist
the global branch (RoI) to extract a more complete appearance
structure, while the local branch (PSRoI) pays more attention
to the internal structure and object-specific parts.
5) Amount of Parameters: Since the CoupleNet [15] introduces a few more parameters compared with the single
branch detectors, to further verify effectiveness of the coupling
structure, here we increase the parameters of the prediction
head for each single branch implementation to maintain the
same amount of parameters with CoupleNet for comparison. In detail, we add a new residual variant block with
three convolution layers, where the kernel size is 1×1×256,
3×3×256 and 1×1×1024 respectively, to the prediction subnetwork. As shown in Table IV, we found that the standard
R-FCN with one or two extra heads got a mAP of 78.8% and
78.7% respectively in VOC07, which is slightly higher than
our re-implemented version (78.6%) in [4]. Meanwhile, our

global FCN, which performs the RoI pooling on top of conv5,
got a relative higher gain (a mAP of 79.3% for one head,
79.0% for two heads).
The results indicate that simply adding more prediction
layers obtains a very limited performance gain, while our
coupling structure shows more discriminative power with the
same amount of parameters. By using 3× PSRoI pooling
layers, instead of our coupling structure, we got a mAP
of 79.7% in VOC07, which is 2.4 points lower than our
method (82.1%). Also, introducing more parameters to the
network, the 3× PSRoI pooling structure does not effectively
capture different structure information of the object, which
also shows limited performance gain.
6) Attention Block: Some of our predicted attention maps
can be found in Figure 5. We can see that the attention map
becomes more and more clear with the gradual joining of
attention block. We also quantitatively evaluate our cascade
attention block on COCO dataset, since COCO contains
instance segmentation annotations for each image. In order
to accelerate the training speed, we train our model on
val35k and evaluate it on minival5k. For the final model,
we train it on trainval and evaluate on test-dev. The val35k
includes 35504 images, we use horizontal image flipping as
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TABLE VI
C OMPARISONS W ITH FASTER R-CNN AND R-FCN U SING R ES N ET-101. 128 S AMPLES A RE U SED FOR BACKPROPAGATION AND THE T OP
300 P ROPOSALS A RE S ELECTED FOR T ESTING F OLLOWING [4]. T HE I NPUT R ESOLUTION IS A BOUT 600 × 1000. W E A LSO N OTE T HAT
THE

TITAN X U SED H ERE I S THE PASCAL A RCHITECTURE A LONG W ITH CUDA 8.0 AND CU DNN- V 5.1. “07+12”: VOC07

T RAINVAL U NION W ITH VOC12 T RAINVAL . “07+12+S”: VOC07 T RAINVAL U NION W ITH VOC12 T RAINVAL P LUS
I NSTANCE S EGMENTATION L ABELS [40]. w/o context: W ITHOUT A DDING THE
C ONTEXT P RIOR TO A SSIST THE G LOBAL B RANCH

TABLE VII
R ESULTS ON PASCAL VOC 2007 T EST S ET. T HE F IRST F OUR M ETHODS USE VGG16 AND THE L ATTER F OUR U SE R ES N ET-101 AS THE BASE
N ETWORK . F OR FAIR C OMPARISON , W E O NLY L IST THE R ESULTS OF S INGLE M ODEL W ITHOUT M ULTI -S CALE T ESTING , E NSEMBLE OR
I TERATIVE B OX R EGRESSION T RICKS IN T ESTING P HASE . “07+12”: VOC07 T RAINVAL U NION W ITH VOC12 T RAINVAL . “07+12+S”:
VOC07 T RAINVAL U NION W ITH VOC12 T RAINVAL P LUS I NSTANCE S EGMENTATION L ABELS [40]. *: T HE R ESULTS A RE
U PDATED U SING THE L ATEST M ODELS . §: T HIS E NTRY I S D IRECTLY O BTAINED F ROM [21] W ITHOUT U SING OHEM

the only form of data augmentation. In this part, we apply
synchronized SGD over 4 GPUs with total of 8 images per
minibatch (2 images per GPU). We train the models for
12 epochs with an initial learning rate of 0.001, which is
then divided by 10 at 10 epochs. Weight decay of 0.0005 and
momentum of 0.9 are used.
The attention block is plugged into the backbone network
repeatedly, where the stride is 4, 8 and 16. We compare
the baseline with and without attention structure. As shown
in Table V, the baseline (CoupleNet) achieves 29.1 mmAP,
which reaches the performance of R-FCN trained on trainval
set (also 29.1% mmAP). While introducing the attention mechanism, ACoupleNet gets better results. Specifically, the mmAP
was improved by 0.8 points when adding three attention
blocks, which shows the cascade attention module helps to
improve the performance by generating discriminative features
and diminishing the regions without object.
B. Results on VOC2007
Using the public available ResNet-101 as the initialization
model, we note that our method is easy to follow and the
hyper-parameters for training are the same as in [4]. Similarly,
we use the dilation strategy to reduce the effective stride
of ResNet-101, just as [4] shows, thus both the global and
local branches have a stride of 16. We also use a 1-GPU
implementation, and the effective mini-batch size is 2 images

by setting the i ter _si ze to 2. The whole network is trained
for 80k iterations with a learning rate of 0.001 and then for
30k iterations with a learning rate of 0.0001. In addition,
the context prior is proposed to further boost the performance
while keeping the iterations unchanged. Finally, we also perform multi-scale training with the shorter sides of images are
randomly resized from 480 to 864.
Table VI shows the detailed comparisons with Faster
R-CNN and R-FCN. As we can see that the single CoupleNet
model has already achieved a mAP of 82.1%, which outperforms the R-FCN by 2.6 points. However, our ACoupleNet
further improves mAP by 0.5% and rises up to 82.6%, which
is the current best single model detector to our knowledge.
Moreover, we also evaluate the inference time of our network
using a NVIDIA TITAN X GPU (Pascal) along with CUDA
8.0 and cuDNN-v5.1. As shown in the last column of Table VI,
our method is slightly slower than R-FCN, which also reaches
a real-time speed (i.e. 8.2 fps for CoupleNet or 6.9 fps for
ACoupleNet) and achieves the best trade-off between accuracy
and speed. We argue that the sharing process of feature
extraction between two branches and the design of lightweight
RoI-wise subnetwork after RoI pooling both greatly reduce the
model complexity.
As shown in Table VII, we also compared our method
with other state-of-the-art single model. We found that our
method outperforms the others with a large margin, including
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TABLE VIII
R ESULTS ON PASCAL VOC 2012 T EST S ET. F OR FAIR C OMPARISON , W E O NLY L IST THE R ESULTS OF S INGLE M ODEL W ITHOUT M ULTI -S CALE
T ESTING , E NSEMBLE OR I TERATIVE B OX R EGRESSION T RICKS IN T ESTING P HASE . T HE I NPUT R ESOLUTION IS A BOUT 600 × 1000. “07++12”:
T HE U NION S ET OF VOC07 T RAINVAL+T EST AND VOC12 T RAINVAL . “07+12+S”: VOC07 T RAINVAL U NION W ITH VOC12 T RAINVAL
P LUS I NSTANCE S EGMENTATION L ABELS [40]. *: R ESULTS A RE U PDATED U SING THE L ATEST M ODELS . §: T HIS E NTRY
I S D IRECTLY O BTAINED F ROM [21] W ITHOUT U SING OHEM. †: http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/
anonymous/M5CQTL.html. ‡: http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/anonymous/AGEXBF.html

the advanced SSD method [25], which requires complicated
data augmentation and careful training skills. Just as discussed
earlier, compared to Faster R-CNN and R-FCN, CoupleNet
and ACoupleNet shows a large gain over the classes with
occlusions, truncations and considerable background information, like sofa, person, table and chair, which verifies our
analyses. We also observed a large improvement for airplane,
bird, boat and potted plant, which usually have class-specific
backgrounds, i.e. the sky for airplane and bird, water for boat
and so on. Therefore, the context surrounding the objects also
provides an extra auxiliary discrimination.
C. Results on VOC2012
We also evaluate our method on the more challenging
VOC2012 dataset by submitting results to the public evaluation
server. In this part, we only use VOC07 trainval, VOC07 test
and VOC12 trainval as the training set, which consists of 21k
images in total. We also follow the similar hyper-parameter
settings in VOC07 but change the iterations, since there are
more training images. We train our models with 4 GPUs, and
the effective mini-batch size thus becomes 4 (1 per GPU). As a
result, the network is trained for 60k iterations with a learning
rate of 0.001 and 0.0001 for the following 20k iterations.
Table VIII shows the results on the VOC2012 test set. Our
CoupleNet has already obtained a top mAP of 80.4%, which
is 2.8 points higher than R-FCN. By introducing the attention
block to provide the object prior, our ACoupleNet improves
the accuracy up to 81.0%. To our best knowledge, without
using extra data, our single model ACoupleNet achieves the
best accuracy among all methods. Similar promotions over
the specific classes analysed in VOC07 are also observed,
which once again validates the effectiveness of our method.
Figure 6 shows some detection examples of ACoupleNet on
VOC 2012 test set.
D. Results on MS COCO
Next we present more results on the MS COCO object
detection dataset. The dataset consists of 80k training set,
40k validation set and 20k test-dev set, which involves

80 object categories. All our models are trained on the union
set of 80k training set and 40k validation set, and evaluated on
20k test-dev set. The COCO standard metric denotes as AP,
which is evaluated at I oU ∈ [0.5 : 0.05 : 0.95]. Here we also
implement our method with and without attention structure.
For the case of without attention, following the VOC2012,
a 4-GPU implementation (batch size is 4) is used to train
the model. We use an initial learning rate of 0.001 for the
first 510k iterations and 0.0001 for the next 70k iterations.
While adding the cascade attention block, we use 8 GPUs
with a total of 16 images per mini-batch to accelerating the
training process. The initial learning rate is set to 0.001 for
the first 150k iterations and then dropped by 10 for the
next 30k iterations. Weight decay of 0.0005 and momentum
of 0.9 are used for both cases. In addition, we also conduct
multi-scale training with the scales are randomly sampled from
{480, 576, 600, 672, 768, 864} while testing in a single scale.
Table IX shows our results. Our single-scale trained detector
without attention has already achieved a result of 33.1%,
which outperforms the R-FCN by 3.9 points. In addition,
the multi-scale training improves the performance up to
34.4%. Interestingly, we observed that the more challenging
the dataset, the more the promotion (e.g., 2.2% for VOC07,
2.8% for VOC12 and 4.5% for COCO, all in multi-scale
training), which directly proves that our approach can effectively cope with a variety of complex situations. Moreover,
the accuracy can be further improved by 1 point with the
addition of attention block and the best performance of single
model is up to 35.4%.
In Figure 7, we also exhibit some detection examples on
COCO test-dev set to qualitatively compare the differences
between CoupleNet and ACoupleNet. As the introduction of
attention structure, ACoupleNet improves the results in two
cases. The first is the elimination of false positives as shown
in the first two rows of Figure 7. Due to the strong similarity
between the objects and some backgrounds, CoupleNet may be
fooled under this situation, but ACoupleNet does work well.
The second is the remediation of false negatives as shown
in the last two rows of Figure 7. Attention not only serves to
suppress the confusing backgrounds but also guides the feature
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TABLE IX
R ESULTS ON COCO 2015 T EST-D EV. T HE COCO M ETRIC AP I S E VALUATED AT I O U T HRESHOLDS R ANGING F ROM 0.5 TO 0.95. AP@0.5:
PASCAL-T YPE M ETRIC , I O U=0.5. AP@0.75: E VALUATE AT I O U=0.75. “T RAIN+S”: T RAIN S ET P LUS I NSTANCE S EGMENTATION
L ABELS . mst Train: M ULTI -S CALE T RAINING . T HE I NPUT R ESOLUTION IS A BOUT 600 × 1000

Fig. 6. Detection examples of ACoupleNet on PASCAL VOC 2012 test set. The model was initialized from the MS COCO (corresponding to 35.4%
mmAP) and fine-tuned on the union of VOC07 trainval+test and VOC12 trainval (corresponding to 84.3% mAP). A score threshold of 0.6 is used to draw
the detection bounding boxes. Each color is related to an object category.

learning and enhances the representation of the object. Therefore, ACoupleNet can obtain more stable detection results.
E. From MS COCO to PASCAL VOC
Since the categories on MS COCO contains those on
PASCAL VOC, we study how the MS COCO dataset helps
the detection accuracy on PASCAL VOC by directly finetuning the detection model pre-trained on MS COCO. More
specifically, both VOC 2007 and 2012 detectors are initialized
from the COCO model with a mmAP of 35.4%. For model
evaluated in VOC 2007 test, we use ”07+12” (VOC07 trainval
union with VOC12 trainval) as the training set, and for VOC
2012 test, ”07++12” (the union set of VOC07 trainval+test
and VOC12 trainval) is used for training. We randomly

TABLE X
D ETECTION M AP (%) ON PASCAL VOC D ATASET. A LL M ODELS A RE
F INE -T UNED F ROM COCO P RE -T RAINED M ODEL .‡:
http://host.robots.ox.ac.uk:8080/anonymous/8M1JR6.html

sample the scale from {480, 576, 600, 672, 768, 864} pixels,
then resize the shorter side of the image into the sampled
scale for training. During the inference, we still test a single
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Fig. 7. Detection examples on MS COCO test-dev set with CoupleNet and ACoupleNet. For each pair of images, the left side is the result of CoupleNet
model (corresponding to 34.4% mmAP) and the right side is the result of ACoupleNet model (corresponding to 35.4% mmAP). The first two rows indicate
that ACoupleNet can eliminate some confusing false positives. The last two rows indicate that ACoupleNet can also help to detect more objects especially
for dense cases. A score threshold of 0.5 is used to draw the detection bounding boxes.

scale of 600 pixels (the longer is constrained to 1000 pixels).
As shown in Table X, our ACoupleNet obtains the top
mAP scores of 85.7% and 84.3% respectively on both VOC
2007 and VOC 2012 test set. Last but not least, compared
with the methods displayed on VOC 2012 Leaderboard, whose
results are achieved by applying multi-scale testing, horizontal flipping and bounding box voting during inference, our
single-model and single-scale result is still competitive.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present the Attention CoupleNet
(ACoupleNet), a concise yet effective network that automatically learns the informative regions from the image and
simultaneously couples global, local and context cues of
objects for accurate object detection. Our system effectively
exploits the cascade attention structure to gradually focus
on the target regions by generating several class-agnostic
attention feature maps. Based on the attention features, a novel

coupling structure along with different coupling strategies is
proposed to extract local part representation, global structural information and the context prior of target regions to
cooperatively detect objects. A multi-task loss is utilized to
jointly optimize the whole network. To validate our design
decisions, we performed extensive experiments to evaluate
choices like attention block, coupling strategies, amount of
parameters and other variations. Experimental results show
that the proposed ACoupleNet achieves state-of-the-art performance on the PASCAL VOC and COCO datasets. Currently,
the ACoupleNet just divides the local parts and couple the
local/global information in a naive way, the position relationship between local parts and the nonlinear coupling strategies
will be investigated in a future work.
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